
“Since coming to Dr. Barbour and his staff, I have seen noticeable improvement 
in my neck and shoulder pain.  Due to their help, I have been able to get a great 
majority of my everyday life and hobbies back.  Thank you to Dr. Barbour and his 
staff.” K.K. 
 
“I began having neck problems over 30 years ago after an MVA, which caused a 
whiplash injury.  No acute pain – just gradual and unbearable stiffness and 
muscle pain as the years went on.  Chiropractic made it worse.  Eventually, my 
chiropractic gave up, sent me to Dr. Barbour.  My MRI showed bulging cervical 
discs with spurs.  A consultation with the neurosurgeon resulted in him telling me 
that someday I would end up with surgery because the arthritis and curvature 
(lack of) in my neck was so bad.  He said that I could “try” therapy.  
Long story short – that MRI was in 2006.  I opted to come here three times a 
week for months for MMT.  Tim and the old team saved me from surgery.  At 
times, I didn’t think it was working, but talking to Dr. Barbour helped immensely.  
Occasionally, I have flare-ups and a couple of visits for MMT does the trick!  Six 
weeks ago it came back with a vengeance, and then I met Sarah.  Again, I was 
discouraged with the pain.  Sarah’s expertise in MMT and sweet, caring manner 
has made me feel great again!” L.D.   
 
“I had severe pain in my neck.  My neck has improved considerably.  I don’t have 
the sharp pain anymore and although there is still some tightness, I can see 
steady improvement.” 
 
“My chronic neck and shoulder pain has improved since seeing Dr. Barbour.  It’s 
taken awhile, but my activity level has increased and I’ve been able to decrease 
medication for pain.” T.K. 
 
“Ever since I had my stroke, I had a stiff neck.  I did three other sessions of 
therapy – it would go away and then come back.  It’s been six weeks since my 
first visit here and my pain was cut in half on my first visit.  By the second visit, 
the pain was totally gone.  It has not come back yet!”  H.M.  
 
“My daughter suggested I come to a Healing Circle when my orthopaedist 
suggested I needed surgery to address the chronic shoulder pain that hadn’t 
resolved after four months of physical therapy.  After the first Healing Circle 
treatment, I noticed a significant improvement.  Each treatment that followed 
resulted in more and more improvement.  I used to be awoken from sleep 
because of pain, but now I’m nearly pain free!” – M.P. 
 
“Noel set up a program for me to do at home as well as getting therapy.  [I came] 
here for my shoulder.  I have no pain now after only four visits” – M.A. 
 
“I came to Rehab. Specialists because I had pain in my upper arm and shoulder.  
I was losing the ability to raise my arm.  I started PT with Noel and have had so 
much improvement in so little time. With his plan of treatment I have come back 



to almost full range of motion. Noel has also worked on my neck to take away 
pain that has just been a way of life.  I haven’t had neck pain for over a month 
now.  I am so grateful for the kindness and caring of Noel.  He is an asset to your 
staff.” – E.R. 
  
“Finally after almost one year of shoulder pain, after seeing Dr Barbour for a 
short time I have 40% less pain now, and getting better.” – M.S. 
 
“I came to Rehabilitation Specialists because of pain and tingling in my left 
shoulder.  This pain occurred whenever I put weight on my left arm when sitting, 
like when typing.  After about four weeks of therapy, the pain is essentially gone.  
I can now work as long as I wish without pain.  The therapy also helped 
strengthen my shoulder which was very weak from a rotator cuff injury.  An 
operation repaired the injury a few years ago, but the shoulder was very weak.  
The stretching and strength training I have done under Greg’s supervision has 
greatly improved the flexibility and strength of the shoulder.  I am very pleased 
with the care and the results I have attained.” – R.O. 
 
“. . .to my amazement the therapists . . .have helped me beyond my 
expectations.” – K.K. 
 
“My arms and legs don’t hurt anymore!” – C.S. 
 
“Dr. Barbour worked on my arm after I broke it.  It was much straighter and more 
comfortable.” – T.K. 
 
“I feel a little better every day.  My arm has less pain since I am in therapy.” – 
N.E. 
 
“Since I have had treatment my hands are better and I write more clearly, and 
today my headache is gone.” – J.S. 
 
“I’m here for both shoulders and wrists but getting along very well – left shoulder 
much better and right one coming along just fine.  Wrist needs more attention but 
is also getting along much better.” – E.S. 
 
“One day after my first therapy appointment, my range of motion and pain in my 
shoulder had decreased a lot.” – M.C. 
 
“My arm and shoulder are 100% better. . . .” – E.B. 
 
“My range of motion has increased significantly. . . .” – E.B. 
 
“Since I am here for treatment of my shoulder and arm I am much better.  I can 
now do my hair and clasp the necklaces.” – E.N. 
 



“Since I was not here last week for all my MMT treatments and was feeling worse.  
Now I have been here 2 times this week and am feeling much better.” – S.M. 
 
“I was in pain in my shoulder blade today from basketball.  Doda helped me.  She 
cleared my pain right up.” – J.M. 
 
“After today’s visit, I can lift my left arm.  I could not lift it straight up without pain.  
It feels lighter and more flexible.  No pain today.  Wow.  Thanks, Karren.” – S.H. 
 
“My arm and hand was numb from the tightness in my upper back which was 
restricting the blood flow.  After therapy and home exercise my arm stopped 
‘tingling’ and feeling numb.  Thank you doctor and therapists!” – E.L. 























































Alice M. Brown 

November 24, 2015 

 

Dear Dr. Barbour: 

This letter of thanks is long overdue, but I was waiting for your help to plateau and not 
continue to increase my physical abilities greatly increasing my quality of life, all while 
decreasing my pain from headaches, herniated disks, and multiple joint injuries. I am 
still getting better even though I am 17 years out from the accident and a senior by 
chronologic age. 

My life changed forever December 4, 1998 when I was hit head on by a car passing a 
truck that just pulled out in front of him. The driver had a choice of running into a 6 
foot ditch ( on either side of the road), hitting the back of the truck, or take a chance 
there was no one in the other lane. He chose the latter, which I understand but deeply 
regret, as does my body. 

My Car 

My Foot was 
reconstructed. 

As you can see the Jaws of Life were needed to extricate me. My knees were crushed by 
firewall; hands broke the steering wheel as I saw it coming so I braced myself on it while 
standing on the brakes. Do to the angle of women's leg and foot; women tend to crush 
their ankles, as I did, vs. men who .break the bones of the lower leg as did he which heals 
better than the foot. Foot reconstruction was required as you can see in the photo. 

Thanks to my surgeons, physical therapists and now, Dr. Barbour I am able to walk, 
though still use wheelchair or scooter for long stretches or on bad days, have many less 
headaches, less hand and arm pain, and have a greatly improved my quality of life. I am 
now almost able to keep up with my 6 year old grandson and amazing hubby. 

Thank you for my new lease on life, improved mobility and hope to continue to improve. 









 
 
 

975 S. Monroe St., Suite C   •   Monroe, Michigan  48161 
(734)241-0560   •   Fax:  (734)241-3230 

www.mindbodyandmotion.com 
 
 

 
 

Success Story 
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

Steven Pilarsh 
 

I was unable to move my arms due to my condition, and it was 
causing residual neck pain.  The team here, in a matter of weeks, 

had me pain free and able to return to normal activities. 
 

 
 

 
October 15, 2013 
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